Impact of cerebral hypoperfusion–reperfusion on optic nerve integrity and visual function in the DBA/2J mouse model of glaucoma
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ABSTRACT
Objective One of the most important risk factors for developing a glaucomatous optic neuropathy is elevated intraocular pressure. Moreover, mechanisms such as altered perfusion have been postulated to injure the optic nerve. In a mouse model, we compare first negative effects of cerebral perfusion/reperfusion on the optic nerve structure versus alterations by elevated intraocular pressure. Second, we compare the alterations by isolated hypoperfusion–reperfusion and isolated intraocular pressure to the combination of both.

Methods and analysis Mice were divided in four groups: (1) controls; (2) perfusion altered mice that underwent transient bilateral carotid artery occlusion (BCCAO) for 40 min; (3) glaucoma group (DBA/2J mice); (4) combined glaucoma and altered perfusion (DBA/2J mice with transient BCCAO). Optic nerve sections were stereologically examined 10–12 weeks after intervention.

Results All experimental groups showed a decreased total axon number per optic nerve compared with controls. In DBA/2J and combined DBA/2J & BCCAO mice the significant decrease was roughly 50%, while BCCAO led to a 23% reduction of axon number, however reaching significance only in the direct t-test. The difference in axon number between BCCAO and both DBA/2J mice was almost 30%, lacking statistical significance due to a remarkably high variation in both DBA/2J groups.

Conclusion Elevated intraocular pressure in the DBA/2J mouse model of glaucoma leads to a much more pronounced optic nerve atrophy compared with transient forebrain hypoperfusion and reperfusion by BCCAO. A supposed worsening effect of an altered perfusion added to the pressure-related damage could not be detected.

INTRODUCTION
Glaumcma is a major cause of blindness worldwide and defined as a progressive loss of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) with typical changes of the optic nerve (ON) head.1,2 The progressive disease is characterised by visual field changes. Several risk factors for the aetiology and the progression of glaucoma have been described in literature. One of the most important risk factors is an elevated intraocular pressure (IOP)3 and most current therapies aim to lower and maintain a target IOP. Lowering IOP may also help to prevent visual loss in 30% of glaucoma patients with low or normal IOP.4 Nevertheless, lowering of the IOP is not always sufficient to prevent progressive optic disc damage or visual field loss.5 This suggests that other risk factors such as age, race, genetics, decreased corneal thickness, increased cup-to-disc ratio and cardiovascular disorders may contribute to the development of glaucoma.6

Recent research shows increasing evidence for generalised vascular dysfunction in glaucoma patients with decreased local and cerebral blood flow. Thus, a deficient blood supply of the choroid, the retina and the ON head has been shown,7 as well as a relationship between the mean flow in the middle cerebral artery and the central visual function, in open-angle glaucoma patients.8

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
⇒ Beside intraocular pressure (IOP), an altered perfusion has been supposed to be a risk factor for glaucoma progression in patients. The DBA/2J mouse is a well-described model for IOP induced optic neuropathy.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
⇒ This study shows that DBA/2J leads to more pronounced optic neuropathy than a hypoperfusion, reperfusion damage by transient bilateral carotid artery occlusion (BCCAO) alone. There is no worsening effect of BCCAO to high IOP in DBA/2J mice.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY
⇒ The results of this study support the view that different mechanisms might play a role in disease progression in patients with high IOP versus patients with normal-tension glaucoma.
Taking these findings into account, the observation of MRI changes in the brain in glaucoma patients such as small cerebral infarcts, corpus callosum atrophy and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) atrophy could be caused by an elevated IOP or by other risk factors, such as altered blood flow.

In experimental models of glaucoma with elevated IOP, RGC loss with visible alteration of their axons leads to anterograde degeneration of neurons in the LGN. Memantine, an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate channel blocker used in neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s disease, can prevent this transsynaptic degeneration. However, transsynaptical retrograde degeneration of the ON and RGCs occurs following injury of brain structures such as the striate cortex. Therefore, both local alterations in the eye and ON as well as changes in the brain might be responsible for a further progression in glaucoma once the IOP is lowered sufficiently.

The purpose of this study was to investigate by means of stereological assessment of axonal damage in murine ON of (1) incomplete global cerebral perfusion, reperfusion damage to the ON, of (2) elevated IOP, and the combination effect of hypoperfusion, reperfusion damage and IOP, versus controls and with each other.

METHODS

Animals and animal background

The project and the procedures involved were accepted by the animal ethics committee of the Canton Bern approval number: BE87/13. The animals used for this study were female SV-129 mice (controls) and female DBA/2J mice. Both mice strains were chosen because of patent posterior communicating arteries in the circle of Willis. The presence of the posterior communicating artery in the mice used in this particular study was confirmed by injecting dye into the aorta after sacrifice and anatomical preparation of the circle of Willis (figure 1A).

DBA/2J mice are commonly used in glaucoma research and they are accepted as a valid model for this purpose. The mice are genetically modified to develop glaucoma. Mutations in two genes (glycosylated protein nmb and tyrosinase-related protein 1) lead to changes in the iris structure. That results in iris pigment dispersion and iris pigment atrophy with raised IOP. Because of this high IOP, these mice then develop a secondary angle-closure glaucoma in a very variable time period starting at 8 months. In the majority of DBA/2J mice glaucoma appears after the age of 10.5 months.

For this study, nine 6-week-old female SV-129 mice and 20 6-week-old female DBA/2J mice were used. Animals had access to laboratory chow and water ad libitum, including the day of surgery. They were maintained on a 12-hour light/dark cycle in a thermo-regulated environment (16°C–20°C). The mice were randomly divided into groups, each group living in a separate cage the entire duration of the study. Survival time was 10–12 weeks after bicommon carotid artery occlusion (BCCAO) or sham operation.

Bicommon carotid artery occlusion

The mice were randomly divided into four distinct groups, namely in BCCAO clamped SV-129 mice (n=5), sham operated SV-129 mice (n=4), BCCAO clamped DBA/2J mice (n=11) and non-clamped DBA/2J mice (n=9). In order to have glaucomatous ON damage in DBA/2J mice at the time of BCCAO, surgical intervention was done after 13 months in all BCCAO / sham operated animals. Under general inhalation anaesthesia with 2.5% isoflurane and in aseptic conditions, a ventral midline cervical incision was made exposing the left and right common carotid arteries (CCAs). Each CCA...
was carefully separated from the vagosympathetic trunk and occluded with a sterile microvascular clip (Fujita Medical Instruments, Tokyo, Japan). Body temperature was monitored using a heating blanket during surgery. After 40 min, the clip was removed and the incision was sutured with Vicryl 5–0. Sham operated controls underwent the same surgical manipulations without occlusion of the CCAs.

Optokinetic head response testing (head tracking)
Visual function was assessed non-invasively by optokinetic response (head tracking) to a rotating whole field stimulus (figure 1B). Optokinetic head response (OKHR) was assessed in SV-129 mice before BCCAO and before sacrifice as we previously published.

Custom-made optokinetic apparatus consisted of a stationary platform (diameter 5 cm) for the placement of the unrestrained animal surrounded by a drum (diameter 30.5 cm, height 61 cm) with the inner surface lined with a pattern of alternating black and white vertical stripes. Patterns with spatial frequencies of 0.033 and of 0.066 cycle/degree were used. The drum with the visual pattern was rotated at stationary speeds ranging from 1°/s to 60°/s clockwise and counterclockwise by a motor (GM9413-4, Pittman, Harleysville, Pennsylvania, USA). The angular velocity of the drum was measured using a contact tachometer (High-Accuracy Digital Contact Tachometer, McMaster-Carr, Dayton, New Jersey, USA). A video camera was mounted on a stand above the platform (Olympus digital camera, C-3000, Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan) to record the OKHR. The contrast of the white and black stripes, calculated as a Michelson contrast [(Lmax – Lmin)/(Lmax+Lmin); L= luminance], measured by a luminance metre (LS-100, Konica Minolta Sensing, Osaka, Japan) averaged 0.77.

The animals were first tested using a pattern with a spatial frequency of 0.033 cycle/degree, and the angular velocity of the drum was increased stepwise. If the animal showed head tracking in all tested speeds at this spatial frequency, a pattern with a spatial frequency of 0.066 cycle/degree was used, and the angular velocity was increased in a stepwise fashion until the maximum angular velocity still inducing a head tracking response was reached. The product of the maximum angular velocity of the drum (degree/second) with the spatial frequency of the pattern (cycle/degree) was defined as the frequency of extinction (FE) (cycle/second). FE was confirmed using the video recordings in a masked manner.

Statistical analysis was performed using Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Statistical significance was assumed to be reached with p<0.05.

Fundus exams
Retinal fundus photographs were taken before BCCAO, during the hypoperfusion period (with the clips in situ) and before sacrifice (figure 1C). The mice were anaesthetised as described above and pupils were dilated with two drops of Cyclopentolate 1% (Mydriaticum Acon, Mississauga, Canada). The fundus was visualised using a VULK superfied lens (magnification ×0.76, VOLK, Mentor, Ohio, USA) and operating microscope (OPMI 1, Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The photographs were taken with a digital camera (C-3000, Olympus Optical) mounted on an operating microscope with a steady mount (steady mount, VOLK Optical, Mentor, Ohio, USA).

IOP measurement
IOP was measured before BCCAO or sham operation, 7 weeks after operation and before sacrifice. For this purpose, animals were briefly anaesthetised with isoflurane. IOP was measured using TonoLab (Type TV02, Tiolat Oy, Helsinki, Finland).

Microscopic quantification (stereology) of the ON
Histologic preparation: 10–12 weeks after BCCAO or sham operation, all animals were sacrificed with carbon dioxide for histopathological analysis. The ON was then prepared and cut roughly between the eye and the optic chiasm extraconal 3 mm behind the globe. After 13 months the RGCs damage in DBA/2J glaucomatous mice included corresponding axonemal alterations making the analysis of the axons at this site representative of the degenerative process without need of deeper analysis of RGC perikarya. One ON of each animal was randomly chosen for assessment. The tissue was then prepared for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) following standard procedures. After fixing the samples they were embedded in Epon and ultrathin sections produced for observation in a Phillips CM 12 TEM.

Stereological assessment
The numbers of axons in the ON as well as their mean diameter were assessed by applying unbiased design-based stereology. Those estimation principles strictly follow an assumption-free systematic sampling procedure with computations that are rigorously mathematically sound and which cannot be validated with data. Systematic uniform random sampling was performed on the entire ON cross section. Since all axons run more or less orthogonally through a section plane of the nerve, this pure 2D quantification is still unbiased. The axons were sampled by the Fractionator principle: the number of axons counted within an unbiased counting frame covering a defined area fraction was multiplied with its proportion in order to get the absolute number per ON (figure 2A). The Nucleator principle was used to get the mean cross sectional area on the same sampled axons (figure 2B). Stereological assessment was done with the NewCAST stereology programme (Visiopharm, Hørsholm, Denmark).

Statistical analysis was based on the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test and the two-stage step-up post hoc test for multiple comparison. Statistical significance was assumed to be reached with p<0.05.
RESULTS

Five SV/129 mice were analysed after sham operation and first compared with four animals that underwent BCCAO operation. These subjects were compared with eight animals having DBA/2J glaucoma alone and eleven animals having DBA/2J glaucoma and BCCAO operation. One animal of the BCCAO group alone and one animal of the DBA/2J glaucoma and BCCAO group died after surgery and was excluded from the analysis.

Fundus exams

No obvious hypoperfusion of the fundus was seen during BCCAO. The width of the blood columns of the retinal vessels remained unchanged. No haemorrhages, no cotton-wool-spots, no dilated veins and no retinal oedema were seen during or after BCCAO. Comparing the ON heads before BCCAO and before sacrifice, no change of the ONH appearance was noted.

IOP measurements

In SV-129 mice, IOP was not significantly different between animals with BCCAO and sham operated mice. In DBA/2J mice, IOP measured before BCCAO or sham operation and after 7 weeks and before sacrifice showed no significant difference between BCCAO or sham operated groups (figure 3A).

OKHR testing and visual threshold

All SV-129 mice showed a consistent baseline visual threshold before intervention (BCCAO or sham operation). In the experimental group, FE was significantly reduced 8 weeks after intervention compared with preoperative (figure 3B) at a spatial frequency of 0.066 cycle/degree (7.04 cycle/s±0.75 vs 4.99 cycle/s±0.56, p=0.01). No significant difference was found in the sham operated group comparing FE before and 8 weeks after intervention (6.33 cycle/s±0.69 vs 5.64 cycle/s±0.92, p=0.54). FE was not significantly different between groups at lower spatial frequency (0.033 cycle/degree). In our hands DBA/2J mice did not show a consistent OKHR at baseline which is in accordance with the literature.37 These results were excluded from further analysis.

Morphometric analysis of the ON

Quantitative data are summarised in table 1. The most striking result was a decrease in total axon number per ON between controls and all experimental groups. In DBA/2J and combined DBA/2J & BCCAO mice the total axon number decreased by roughly 50%, while the 23% axon reduction in the BCCAO without glaucoma group only was significant using the direct t-test. The difference in axon loss between BCCAO and both DBA/2J mice was not statistically significant despite the nearly 30% decrease. This lack of significance was influenced by the high variation of the values in both DBA/2J groups (figure 4A).

The mean axon profile area was only slightly different among all groups and was not significant. The variation within DBA/2J- and DBA/2J & BCCAO groups compared with controls or BCCAO alone mice (figure 4B) was striking.

The statistical comparison between DBA/2J and DBA/2J & BCCAO mice and indirectly versus control and BCCAO-only groups was difficult due to high variation within the glaucomatous groups. The massive variability was caused by a highly inconstant severity of
glaucomatous damage in DBA/2J mice. Some DBA/2J mice showed ON atrophy, where axons were still identifiable and measurable, while others showed total atrophy with no detectable axons. In the DBA/2J alone group, one mouse showed total ON atrophy. In the DBS/2J & BCCAO combined group, three animals showed total ON atrophy. Even by a strong increase in the number of animals the somewhat dramatic variations of quantitative results in both glaucomatous groups would not yield a statistically more homozygous data field.

**DISCUSSION**

Primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) is commonly divided into two subgroups on the basis of IOP. Patients with IOP ≤21 mm Hg are described as having a normal tension glaucoma (NTG) and patients having IOP >21 mm Hg are having a high tension glaucoma. High IOP alone is thought to provoke a glaucomatous optic neuropathy with typical changes of ON and visual field. Lowering IOP has been shown to slow the progression of glaucomatous damage. Numerous studies have been performed showing a neuroprotective effect of memantine, an NMDA receptor antagonist, also diminishing the negative effect of IOP to the ON in animals such as DBA/2J mice or monkeys. Nevertheless, no evidentiary effect has been shown so far in humans. In NTG lowering IOP can also reduce glaucoma progression, but additional risk factors have been postulated such as local or systemic vascular abnormalities. In particular damage due to hypoperfusion and reperfusion to the ON and the visual structures in the brain has been postulated causing reactive oxygen species and thus impairing the integrity of the visual pathways. Blood pressure instability, especially nocturnal over dipping, sleep apnoea, vascular dysregulation (Flammer syndrome), altered neurovascular coupling, altered vascular perfusion of ON and surrounding retina measured by optic coherence angiography have all been described in glaucoma. As a consequence, in recent years, it has been postulated that POAG might be a continuum from a primarily IOP dependent to a primary altered perfusion dependent disease.

To our knowledge, this is the first study using unbiased stereological quantification to estimate the loss in axon number in the ON in a glaucoma model, combined with
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(*)& p<0.05 in t-test only; * p<0.05; BCCAO, bicommon carotid artery occlusion; CV, Coefficient of variation; ns, not significant.
hypoperfusion and reperfusion. ON atrophy and loss in ON axons are reliable indicators of RGC loss in the context of glaucomatous alterations.23–28 The stereological axon number estimation in our SV-129 controls (57 991±7938), is sound with values published by Williams et al (63 772±4339) and taking into account certain methodological differences.

We examined first the effect of single episode mild hypoperfusion–reperfusion damage to the mouse ON and consecutively the effect to the visual function. In order to induce perfusion, reperfusion damage to the central visual structures without causing pronounced primary damage to the eye itself, an incomplete global cerebral ischaemic mouse model was chosen.47–49 In this model, both CCAs are temporarily ligated (BCCAO) whereas the patent posterior cerebral arteries stemming from the basilar artery directly and via the circle of Willis to allow the blood supply of the brain via the basilar artery. For the same reason, SV-129 mice were chosen as controls due to a comparable arterial situs.50

In contrast, our results indicate that mild transient forebrain ischaemia followed by reperfusion has a late effect on the mouse ON. The decrease in axon number in animals after BCCAO is significant in direct comparison to the sham group. In accordance, the visual function evaluated by OKHR to a rotating whole field stimulus is significantly reduced in small spatial frequencies. The OKHR is processed via an alternate pathway.52 It is a compensatory eye and head movement to stabilise the image on the retina. The visual input is processed by a specific population of motion-sensitive and direction-sensitive RGCs distributed across the retina.52 These RGCs project to the accessory optic system and the nucleus of the optic tract. Damage to the retina, the ON or the accessory optic system alters the optokinetic reflex, and this visomotor reflex indeed has been used to detect visual dysfunction.53–56

After showing that 40 min of BCCAO leads to ON damage, we investigated the effect of a combination of high IOP and BCCAO.

This combination is interesting since an impact of disturbed blood supply to the ON has been widely postulated in some glaucoma patients. It has been shown that cardiovascular disease history and low blood pressure are risk factors for glaucoma progression.53 A possible theory is that a high and/or fluctuating IOP might lead to ON damage. Independently, cardiovascular diseases or low blood pressure, alone or in combination with disturbed autoregulation of the ON perfusion, might lead to a perfusion, reperfusion damage to the visual system and the ON as well. In some cases, the combination of the two mechanisms might cause the progression of glaucomatous ON damage.

In this study, DBA/2J mice were chosen because the model is well described in the literature, without the necessity of manipulations of the mouse eye. Our stereological results clearly showed a drastic reduction in axon number within 13 months. On the base on the axon numbers estimated by Williams et al in younger mice (63 351, mean age 85 days, not published specifically), a loss of approximately 55% is theoretically calculable, considering our two DBA/2J groups, however, with a huge variability of the damage up to total nerve atrophy. In addition, DBA/2J mice have been shown to have a patent posterior communicating artery within the circle of Willis to allow the blood supply of the brain via the basilar artery. For the same reason, SV-129 mice were chosen as controls due to a comparable arterial situs.50

Various other techniques were developed to raise IOP in experimental animals. These include episcleral vein cauterisation, injection of indocyanine green dye into the anterior chamber and diode laser treatment or cauterisation of the limbs with a laser.58–61 A possible disadvantage of these techniques could be the direct or indirect collateral damage to structures of the mouse eye such as the blood supply among others due to the small size of the mouse eye which could cause a large skewing of the results.

The first result of the analysis of high IOP DBA/2J mice compared with ones with a high IOP-BCCAO combination is that the effect of IOP to the ON is by far predominant. ON in some animals with high IOP developed total atrophy whereas mice with BCCAO alone showed only mild damage to the ON. Second, the study shows large interindividual variation of ON atrophy in the DBA/2J mouse model.23,62 obscuring a possible additional effect of perfusion damage. A postulated multiplying effect of the two impairing mechanisms could not be shown. The only hint towards an addition effect of BCCAO in combination with high IOP might be the higher rate of mice with total ON atrophy within the combined group (n=3 vs n=1), although IOP measurements were not significantly different in both groups.

RGC loss in DBA/2J mice starts between 8 and 9 months of age and is prevalent in the majority of mice older than 10.5 months.23 One might argue that an additional effect of BCCAO might be visible in an earlier stage of ON atrophy. The rationale behind the idea to choose old DBA/2J mice was that disturbed perfusion has been shown in humans mostly in progressive advanced glaucoma. Therefore, the time point of sacrifice has been chosen where a significant RGC loss can be observed in nearly all mice.

The findings of a missing or only small worsening effect of BCCAO on pressure-related ON damage in DBA/2J mice can be seen analogously in the clinical situation of glaucoma patients. Patients with high IOP show faster progression rates compared with patients with NTG indicating a larger impact of IOP on the ON compared with a suspected vascular effect.

A limitation of our study is that the reperfusion damage was an irrevocable one-time event. In order to evoke a glaucoma like situation, a repeated hypoperfusion,
reperfusion damage would better reflect the disease condition. This might be a major limitation considering possibly mild hypoperfusion, reperfusion events in humans over years to decades. Additional in humans with progressive NTG, a disturbed autoregulation in small blood vessels has been described, making the subject more sensitive to mild fluctuations in IOP and/or blood pressure, which can’t be imitated in an animal model. The same applies to the microenvironment of the ON. In humans with glaucoma, the physiological surrounding of the ON might be different compared with healthy subjects or animals. For example, an increased retinal venous pressure has been described in glaucoma patients, which might affect the perfusion of the ON directly.

Another limitation of this study is, as previously mentioned, the large interindividual variation of ON damage in the DBA/2J glaucoma model. In the present experimental setting the IOP DBA/2J effect on the ON structure was significantly greater than the one of BCCAO which made it practically impossible to discriminate the much smaller additional effect of the latter. Even a much higher number of animals would not have clarified the results regarding the tremendous variability within groups. A dedicated investigation would be appropriate to illuminate the high variability under the given experimental context. The use of ERG in this model would have been helpful to see early and possibly additional changes of BCCAO and IOP in the period before sacrifice. In order to simulate the situation in humans, a longer ischaemia time was not attempted as a stroke was not the aim of the study. Finally, while the DBA/2J mouse model is well described, the glaucoma pathway in humans might be different from this model and the extrapolation to humans might be limited.

In conclusion, this study, based on an unbiased stereology, shows that a mild hypoperfusion, reperfusion damage to the mouse forebrain leads to axon atrophy within the ON. The DBA/2J mouse model of elevated IOP leads to a striking morphological and unbiased morphometrical damage of the ON structure, with large interindividual variation. The effect of a combination of hypoperfusion, reperfusion damage with high IOP is obscured by this large variation as well as by the much higher impact of IOP.

Further studies are needed to investigate the effect of possibly repeated perfusion/reperfusion damages to the glaucoma mouse ON at different time points.
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